What's Been Happening in Acorn Room

Friday 14th June

Over the past week children in Acorn Room have shown a keen interest in a variety of different topics and fascinations.

Paint & Trajectory
The weather hasn’t been great for us this week, but that has not prevented our mini adventurers from exploring the outdoor environment. Our children love to investigate trajectory and being to participate in an activity that involves throwing something proved to be very popular. Taking hold of cloths dipped in paint lots of the children showed great hand-eye coordination and were quite excited when the cloths hit the paper and the paint splattered everywhere, creating lots of different marks.

Heuristic Play
Our children have continued to be very tactile this week. To help support this tactile exploration we have had a big focus on heuristic play. This form of play allows children to explore through the physical handling of everyday objects so that they can find out more about them such as their taste/texture for example.

Full Body Sensory Play
Something else that has proved very popular with our children this week has involved them using literally their whole bodies to explore things such as bubbly water and porridge oats. Some children even took the opportunity to lie fully down in the shallow water on their tummies too.

Fruit for Snack Time
Our children love to spend snack time sharing different foods. We would really appreciate if you could donate any fresh fruit for the children to share together.